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The formation of The Sculptors Society began at a meeting on the 28th October, 1950, organised by Lyndon
Dadswell, Gerald Lewers, Paul Beadle and included other invited sculptors and interested associates. Lyndon
Dadswell was instrumental in the establishment of a sculpture society not only to assist his graduating
students from the National Art School (East Sydney Technical College) but also fellow sculptors with
commissions. He actively involved architects and town planners as associates to encourage the integration
of sculpture with landscape and architecture, both public and private.
Following several more meetings and discussions, The Sculptors Society was founded as the Society of
Sculptors and Associates and officially launched at the Inaugural General Meeting on 10th February, 1951.
Also attending that meeting were sculptors Anita Aarons, Tom Bass, Alison Duff, Robert Klippel, Frank Lumb,
Joe Mason and John Vonwiller. The Associates were Sydney Ancher, Arthur Baldwinson, Alistair Morrison,
Charles Salisbury and Denis Winston. The first elected committee were Denis Winston (President and
Professor of Town Planning at the University of Sydney), Lyndon Dadswell (Vice President), Gerald Lewers
(Treasurer), Paul Beadle (Secretary), and Executive Members Tom Bass, John Moore (architect), and Charles
Salisbury (Painter and member of the British Council). At the following second General Meeting on the 30th
March, 1951 the constitution was signed.
The first exhibition of the Society was the Jubilee of the Commonwealth Exhibition held at the Botanical
Gardens, Sydney, in 1951. Exhibiting, along with many of the above, were Bim Hilder, Oliffe Richmond,
Kathleen and Leonard Shillam. The first public exhibition held by the Society of Sculptors and Associates
attracted over 8,000 visitors and introduced stylised figurative and abstract sculpture for the first time to an
amazed and excited public. This success was followed in 1952 by Margel Hinder, Tom Bass and J. J. Bruhn
who were accepted as finalists in the International Competition for the Unknown Political Prisoner Memorial,
London. Margel Hinder was awarded 3rd Prize. Other well known sculptors who became involved in the
Society in its early years were May Barrie, Herbert Flugelman, Frank Hinder, Alan Ingham, Clifford Last,
Rosemary Madigan, Norma Redpath, Ron Robertson-Swann, Ken Unsworth and Robert Woodward.
The 1956 exhibition at the David Jones’ Art Gallery, along with members, included the following overseas
sculptors: Henry Moore, Kenneth Armitage, Reg Butler, Lynn Chadwick, F. E. McWilliam, Eduardo Paolozzi
and Hans Uhlmann.
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“The Sculptors Society - for 70 years now has supported all types of sculpture and artists.”
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Sally Aplin

“The sculpture I aspire to has a crispness
of meaning, an arresting appearance
and reveals the unexpected.”

Sally has been creating enamelled copper bags intermittently for many years. The proportions and size are
distinct, each has a unique surface and is clearly not a functional object. The shape of Pink and Blue Bag
resembles a shopping bag with a decorative pastel surface but it expresses decay and deterioration, being
an encrusted relic with holes. This implies obsolescence in an age of on-line commerce and questions
rampant consumerism.
Sally interprets common objects, such as trees, seed pods and fences, through drawing, painting and fired
vitreous enamel. She selects idiosyncrasies within growth patterns and creates fanciful mending patches
from enamelled copper. States of decay and decomposition influence the tone and flavour of her work,
becoming quirky and memorable through a sideways look.
After painting for many years, Sally studied sculpture at University of the West of England, followed by a
Masters of Fine Art degree at University of Wales. In the 1980's she was invited to join the British Society of
Enamellers, exhibiting with them nationally and internationally.
Her broad technical experience and use of materials was manifest in her solo exhibitions, in the Incinerator
Art Space, Willoughby, Bristol Cathedral, Bristol University, Building of Bath Museum and Morley College,
London. Sally's sculpture was included in a survey of New Art in the South West of England at Spacex Gallery,
Exeter. She was a prizewinner at the Royal West of England Academy's National Open Sculpture Exhibition,
and also for enamel in Laval, Canada. Many selected exhibitions include Limoges, Coburg and touring
exhibitions in the USA. In NSW, Sally has been a finalist in the North Sydney Art Prizes and Willoughby
Sculpture Prizes.
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She loves teaching and currently teaches creative enamelling at the Willoughby Arts Centre.
Sally has sold much work
and her pieces are held in
private collections, both in
Australia and overseas.

Embellished Jacaranda Pods

Meike Davis

“I think of my clay as coming alive as I work it
– it can become a living gestalt
under my hands.”

Meike’s sculptural practice came about through a dear friend’s suggestion to take a chisel and hammer and
start carving. To her surprise, the stones and timber turned into recognisable sculptures and so it all began.
There was a point when the work with stone and timber became physically too hard, so Meike took to
working in clay. The gentle encouragement from her teachers at the Willoughby Art Centre helped her love
to work in clay.
Meike’s background is in nursing and she especially enjoyed her time in the emergency department, where
at that time broken limbs were still set in plaster casts. This task was given to her which she loved doing as
it was a form of sculpting in plaster.
Any spare time was taken up by being in one way or other involved in artistic endeavours.
Meike grew up in Germany. The smallest churches
with their wonderful age-old art, sculpture and
paintings, together with the music (in which she
took part from a very early age by learning to play
recorder and flute), influenced Meike’s work as an
artist and sculptor. Her work is largely figurative,
trying to depict our human condition through
gesture and gestalt, to form a unity in the work.

at the Incinerator Art Space, Willoughby. As a
long-time member of The Sculptors Society, Meike
has taken part in the Society’s calendar of
exhibitions in the City of Sydney and other venues in
and around Chatswood.
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Meike has taken part in numerous group exhibitions

Vivienne Lowe

“My sculpture creates tangible forms of the intangible abstracts such as strength, beauty, positivity,
connections and memories.”

An Australian born Chinese, Vivienne lives in Sydney. She started her creative career as a landscape architect.
A sculpture workshop reawakened her interest in art 25 years ago. Since then, Vivienne has continued
sculpting for exhibitions, private commissions and created public artworks in Kiama, Auburn, the Central
Coast and Newcastle.
Vivienne has always liked to experiment with ideas and a wide variety of materials - ranging from paper-pulp
and resin, to bronze and stainless steel. Her work varies from the detailed small scale to larger public
artworks. Her increasing portfolio of public art has been aided by her extensive project management
experience as a landscape architect.
She likes stylized forms with generally flowing, organic and clean lines; often enhanced with either tactile
textures or detailed elements within the work.
A common thread in her work deals with many intangible or
abstract concepts. Her sculptures give form to ideas such as
strength and resilience, beauty, positivity and goodwill,
connections and memories. Revealed in the Rhythm of the
Heart sculpture is the connection between mother and child.
It is a lasting one which binds and flows through their lives
like music, using the treble clef symbol entwined in the form.
Vivienne’s beautiful dress sculptures - Box Ballerina and
Mamselle V - both play a tune when rotated, using music as
a trigger to memories.
Part of a major project produced for RSL Life Care, Vivienne’s
Valour Sculpture invokes the analogy of a native seed pod
releasing its seed after the stress of a bushfire. The colours in
the glass ‘seed’ part of the sculpture are Major Peter Badcoe
VC’s medal ribbon colours, representing bravery.

Rhythm of the Heart

Vivienne has won numerous awards. She also enjoys the
challenge of a public art brief and private commissions. She
has been Vice President of The Sculptors Society since 2016.

Valour Sculpture

